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ABSTRACT: Selective inhibitors of the human serotonin
transporter (hSERT) have been first-line treatment against
depression for several decades. Recently, vortioxetine was
approved as a new therapeutic option for the treatment of
depression. Vortioxetine represents a new class of anti-
depressant drugs with a multimodal pharmacological profile
that in addition to potent inhibition of hSERT include
agonistic or antagonistic effects at different serotonin
receptors. We used a combination of computational, chemical,
and biological methods to decipher the molecular basis for
high affinity binding of vortioxetine in hSERT. X-ray crystal
structures of the bacterial amino acid transporter LeuT and the
Drosophila melanogaster dopamine transporter were used to build homology models of hSERT. Comparative modeling and ligand
docking suggest that vortioxetine can adopt several distinct binding modes within the central binding site of hSERT. To
distinguish between the identified binding modes, we determined the effect of 57 functional hSERT point mutants on
vortioxetine potency and characterized seven structurally related analogs of vortioxetine in a subset of the point mutants. This
allowed us to determine the orientation of vortioxetine within the central binding site and showed that only one of the proposed
binding modes is functionally relevant. The findings provide important new insight about the molecular basis for high affinity
recognition of vortioxetine in hSERT, which is essential for future structure-based drug discovery of novel multimodal drugs with
fine-tuned selectivity across different transporter and receptor proteins in the human brain.

KEYWORDS: serotonin transporter, antidepressant drug, neurotransmitter transport, induced fit docking, pharmacology,
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The human serotonin transporter (hSERT) is an integral
membrane protein that facilitates sodium- and chloride-

dependent reuptake of released serotonin (5-hydroxytrypt-
amine; 5-HT) into presynaptic neurons and thus plays a key
role in synaptic 5-HT homeostasis and signaling.1 5-HT is
involved in the modulation of a variety of behaviors, including
mood, sleep, pain, appetite, aggression, and sexual activity, and
pharmacological inhibition of hSERT is widely used in the
treatment of a variety of psychiatric disorders, such as
depression, anxiety, and obsessive-compulsive disorder.2 In
addition, psychostimulant drugs, such as amphetamine and 3,4-
methylenedioxymethamphetamine (also known as ecstasy),
also have hSERT among their molecular targets.3

The pharmacological principle behind the vast majority of
today’s antidepressants is to modulate serotonergic activity in
the central nervous system, which descends from serendipitous
observations in the 1950s, where it was realized that the
tricyclic antidepressant drug imipramine relieved symptoms of

depression by blocking the reuptake of biogenic monoamines
in the human brain.4,5 This finding led to the development of
multiple structurally related analogs of imipramine and later to
compounds specifically targeting SERT with little or no affinity
for other CNS targets, the so-called selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors (SSRIs). The first SSRIs reached the market in the
1980s, and they still remain first-line pharmacological treatment
against depression.6 In 2014, vortioxetine (Figure 1) was
approved as a new therapeutic option for treatment of major
depressive disorder.7 The pharmacological profile of vortiox-
etine extends beyond selective 5-HT reuptake blockage, and
vortioxetine mediates its pharmacological activities through
potent inhibition of SERT, 5-HT1A receptor agonism, and
antagonism at 5-HT1D, 5-HT3, and 5-HT7 receptors, as well as
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partial agonism at 5-HT1B receptors.8,9 In addition to its
antidepressant activity, vortioxetine has recently showed
positive effects on predefined cognition outcome measures in
clinical studies.10,11

The hSERT belongs to the solute carrier 6 (SLC6) family of
transporters, which also includes transporters for other
neurotransmitters, including norepinephrine, dopamine, γ-
aminobutyric acid, and glycine.12 Given the clinical importance
of hSERT, much research over the past decades has focused on
deciphering the molecular details for how different drugs bind
to hSERT. Direct structural information about hSERT in the
form of X-ray crystal structures is still not available. However,
the X-ray crystal structures of SLC6 transporter homologues,
including the bacterial amino acid transporters LeuT and MhsT
and the Drosophila melanogaster dopamine transporter (dDAT),
have been determined.13−18 These structures have provided
important information about the location and structure of the
ligand binding site as well as the substrate permeation pathway
that can be extended to SLC6 transporters such as hSERT.19−26

The X-ray crystal structures have revealed a protein structure
with 12 transmembrane segments (TMs) connected by intra-
and extracellular loop regions. The substrate binding site
(denoted the S1 site) is formed by residues in TM1, 3, 6, and 8,
and is located in the core of the transporter protein (Figure
1).16,18,27 Although X-ray crystal structures of LeuT have shown
that some antidepressant drugs bind to a site at an extracellular
facing vestibule (denoted the S2 site),28−30 structures of dDAT
and LeuBAT (a LeuT/hSERT hybrid) have shown that the
binding site for antidepressants and illicit drugs overlaps with

the central S1 site.15−17,31 Combined with mutational studies of
hSERT showing that several S1 residues are critically important
for the binding of antidepressants to the human trans-
porter,32−35 this provides compelling evidence that the high-
affinity binding site for antidepressants is located within the S1
site in hSERT.
Vortioxetine represents a new class of antidepressant drugs,

and very little is known about the binding of this novel
multimodal drug to SERT. Here, we used a combination of
computational, chemical, and biological approaches to decipher
the molecular basis for binding of vortioxetine to hSERT. X-ray
crystal structures of dDAT and LeuT were used to create
homology models of hSERT in two different conformational
states, followed by induced fit docking (IFD) of vortioxetine.
The proposed binding modes were challenged by a mutational
data set from >50 point mutants describing the contribution of
residues in the S1 and S2 binding pockets to vortioxetine
inhibition. Characterization of structurally related analogs of
vortioxetine at selected point mutants provided further support
for interactions between specific residues and structural motifs
of the vortioxetine molecule, showing that only one of the five
proposed binding modes is functionally relevant.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Molecular Modeling of the Vortioxetine Binding Site

in SERT. Homology models of hSERT were created for
multiple conformational states to allow a more robust binding
mode prediction through IFD. It is not known which
conformational state vortioxetine stabilizes, and models of
hSERT in an outward-facing occluded conformation (SERTocc)
and an outward-facing open conformation (SERTopen) were
therefore constructed. The homology model of SERTocc was
based on the substrate-bound LeuT X-ray crystal structure
(PDB entry 2A65) as described previously,36 and the model of
SERTopen was based on the nortriptyline-bound dDAT
structure (PDB entry 4M48). The primary sequence of
hSERT (Uniprot ID P31645) was aligned to dDAT using the
AlignMe,37−39 2dalign, and salign40 algorithms. The three
alignments only differed with regard to seven residues, which
were modeled as an insertion (Supporting Figure S1,
Supporting Methods). Using MODELLER,41−44 20 homology
models of SERTopen were built and evaluated using several
scoring functions and available biochemical data (Supporting
Table S1, Supporting Methods), and the best model was
subjected to loop optimization of a ten residue segment in EL2
that spans over the two insertion solutions, as well as an extra
residue at both ends. Importantly, the best model of SERTopen
could reproduce the previously validated binding mode of 5-
HT21 in a docking study (Supporting Methods), and the overall
conformation of SERTopen remained stable in the outward open
conformation during three 100 ns molecular dynamics
simulations (Supporting Methods). The two hSERT models,
SERTopen and SERTocc, differ in the size and accessibility of the
S1 site. In SERTopen the extracellular gate is open and together
the S1 and S2 sites forms a funnel into the center of the
transporter, while the two sites are clearly separated by the
closed extracellular gate in SERTocc. Furthermore, due to slight
changes in the relative position between TM1, 3, 6, and 8, the
S1 site is wider in SERTopen allowing ligands to bind 1−2 Å
further into the binding site toward the intracellular side.
To determine possible binding modes of vortioxetine in the

S1 site of hSERT, an IFD calculation was performed for both
models of hSERT (Supporting Methods). Furthermore,

Figure 1. Structural overview of vortioxetine and SERT. (A) Structure
of vortioxetine. The two phenyl rings are referred to as phenyl-A and
phenyl-B, respectively. (B) Homology model of hSERT in an outward-
facing open conformation (SERTopen) with the helices forming the S1
binding site shown in colors (TM1 in red, TM3 in yellow, TM6 in
green, and TM8 in blue). The approximate location of the S1 and S2
binding sites, as well as the membrane spanning region of SERT, are
indicated on the figure.
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docking was also attempted in the S2 site of the SERTocc
model. Five main clusters, C1−5open, with similar binding
scores were found when docking vortioxetine into the S1 site of
SERTopen (Table 1, Supporting Table S2). In all five clusters,
the piperazine ring of vortioxetine is located at subsite A19,35

(see Figure 2A for subsite definitions) of the binding pocket
close to Tyr95 and Asp98. The secondary amine of the
piperazine ring is interacting with the carboxylate group of
Asp98 plus the backbone carbonyl oxygen atoms of Tyr95
(C2open and C5open), Phe335 (C2open), or Ser336 (C1open and
C3open) in addition to forming cation-π interactions with Tyr95.
Both C1open and C2open display interactions between the
dimethylphenyl ring of vortioxetine (referred to as phenyl-A;
see Figure 1) and subsite B, while the central phenyl ring of
vortioxetine (referred to as phenyl-B; see Figure 1) interacts

with subsite C (Figure 2B,C). C1open and C2open are
distinguished by a shift of the phenyl rings by approximately
3 Å allowing phenyl-A to engage in π-stacking with Tyr176 in
C1open but not in C2open. Differences are also observed in the
interactions between phenyl-B and residues in subsite C.
Specifically, phenyl-B interacts with Tyr95, Ala169, and Ile172
in C1open, but with Tyr95, Ile172, Phe335, and Phe341 in
C2open. The shift of the phenyl rings within the binding site
allows the sulfur atom of vortioxetine to form a weak hydrogen
bond to Tyr95 in C2open but not in C1open. The remaining three
clusters, C3−5open, display vortioxetine in a reverse orientation
with regards to the phenyl rings; that is, phenyl-A interacts with
subsite C, while phenyl-B interacts with subsite B. The three
clusters differ by shifts in the position of the phenyl groups
within the binding site (Figure 2D−F). In C3open, phenyl-A
makes hydrophobic interactions with Tyr95, Ile168, Ala169,
Ile172, and Val343 in subsite B and is thus positioned slightly
deeper into the binding site than in the other clusters (Figure
2D), while phenyl-B of vortioxetine interacts with Ile172 and
Tyr176 in subsite B and is otherwise facing the extracellular
solvent. Phenyl-A reaches even further into the S1 site in C4open
and makes hydrophobic interactions with Ile165, Ile168,
Ala169, Ile172, Phe341, Val343, and Val501, whereas the
phenyl-B ring interacts with Ala169, Ile172, Ala173, and
Tyr176. A few poses in C4open and C5open also display hydrogen
bonding between the sulfur atom of vortioxetine and Tyr95. In
C5open, phenyl-A of vortioxetine is positioned between Ile168,
Ile172, and Thr497 and also interacts with Ala169 and Phe341,
while phenyl-B interacts with Tyr95 through π-stacking, and
Ala169, Ile172, Tyr176, and Val343 through hydrophobic
interactions.
Docking of vortioxetine into the S1 site of SERTocc resulted

in four clusters (C1−4occ) (Table 1; Supporting Table S2).
Two clusters, C1−2occ, represent the same binding modes as
found in C1−2open, respectively (Supporting Figure S2), while
the binding mode of vortioxetine in C3−4occ was similar to the

Table 1. Results from the Induced Fit Docking (IFD)
Calculations of Vortioxetine into the S1 Site of SERTopen and
SERTocc Modelsa

cluster poses avg Emodel avg Gscore avg IFDscore

SERTopen

C1open 9 −57.6 ± 5.9 −7.8 ± 0.4 −1100.5 ± 0.4
C2open 11 −60.6 ± 5.3 −8.1 ± 0.4 −1101.1 ± 0.6
C3open 19 −59.6 ± 3.8 −8.1 ± 0.5 −1100.9 ± 0.5
C4open 40 −61.2 ± 6.5 −9.1 ± 0.4 −1102.1 ± 0.6
C5open 11 −56.2 ± 6.9 −8.0 ± 0.6 −1100.9 ± 0.8
Outliers 3

SERTocc

C1occ 7 −42.6 ± 14 −9.8 ± 0.8 −1086.5 ± 0.6
C2occ 7 −35.3 ± 21 −10.1 ± 0.6 −1086.8 ± 0.9
C3occ 2 −52.3 ± 14 −11.2 ± 0.2 −1087.9 ± 0.0
C4occ 6 −43.3 ± 22 −9.6 ± 0.3 −1086.2 ± 0.4
Outliers 4

aAverage Emodel, Gscore, and IFD scores (kcal/mol) are reported for
each cluster with accompanying standard deviations. Number of
outliers is also reported.

Figure 2. Representative binding modes of vortioxetine within the S1 site of hSERTopen. (A) The subsite definitions of the S1 site are colored based
on the primary helix within the subsite: TM1 = subsite A (red), TM3 = subsite B (yellow), and TM6 = subsite C (green). Residues on TM8 are
shared between subsite A and B. (B−F) A representative pose from each cluster in SERTopen (C1−5open) is shown, and potential hydrogen bonds
between vortioxetine and S1 residues are shown as broken black lines.
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binding modes observed in C3−5open. However, the secondary
amine of vortioxetine interacted with the backbone carbonyl of
Phe335 or Ser336 in C3−4occ rather than Asp98, as observed in
C3−5open. Two clusters, C2occ and C4occ, display hydrogen
bonding between the vortioxetine sulfur atom and Tyr95 in a
subset of poses. Overall, IFD of vortioxetine into the central
site in SERTopen and SERTocc yielded strikingly similar binding
clusters, indicating that these likely represent important binding
modes of vortioxetine that can exist in several conformations of
hSERT. For simplicity, we will use the binding clusters derived
from IFD into SERTopen (C1−5open) as representatives for the
binding clusters obtained from IFD into both SERTopen and
SERTocc and discuss our mutational data (vide inf ra) in relation
to these clusters.
Vortioxetine was also docked into S2 of SERTocc, which

resulted in multiple binding poses with binding scores similar to
those observed from docking vortioxetine at S1 (Supporting
Table S2). The poses could be grouped into three clusters in
which the secondary amine of vortioxetine forms a salt bridge
with Glu493 in all clusters. However, the orientation of the
aromatic rings was not well-defined, and no other strong
interactions between vortioxetine and hSERT were found
(Supporting Figure S3). An IFD of vortioxetine into the S2 site
of SERTopen was not attempted due to the larger volume of the
S2 site in this model compared with the S2 site in SERTocc.
Mutational Mapping of the Vortioxetine Binding Site.

To distinguish between the binding clusters of vortioxetine
obtained from IFD calculations, we performed a mutational
analysis of residues located in the S1 and S2 binding regions of
hSERT. Specifically, we included 67 point mutations across 23
different positions in the S1 and S2 sites of hSERT (Figure 3;
Supporting Table S4). Initially, the hSERT mutants were
expressed in COS-7 cells and assayed for functionality in a
[3H]5-HT uptake assay (Supporting Methods). We determined
the inhibitory potency (Ki) of vortioxetine at the 57 functional
mutants in a [3H]5-HT uptake inhibition assay (Figure 3). At
six positions (Tyr95, Ile168, Ala169, Ile172, Phe341, and
Gly442), point mutations induced >5-fold shifts in the Ki-value
for vortioxetine (ranging from 5−26-fold), suggesting that
these residues play an important role in vortioxetine binding.
The six important residues are located in all three subsites of
the S1 pocket (Tyr95 in subsite A; Ile168, Ala169, Ile172, and
Gly442 in subsite B; Phe341 in subsite C), and the results thus
immediately suggest that (i) vortioxetine binds within the
central S1 binding site and (ii) high-affinity binding of
vortioxetine is dependent on interactions at all three subsites
of the S1 binding pocket.
The six residues that were identified as key determinants for

vortioxetine binding are located within 5 Å of vortioxetine in all
five S1 binding clusters (C1−5open), substantiating the
hypothesis that one of the predicted clusters represents the
bioactive binding mode of vortioxetine in hSERT. Previous
studies have shown that Tyr95 has an important role for
binding of antidepressants in hSERT.20,24,34,35,45,46 Tyr95 is
located between the piperazine ring and one of the phenyl rings
of vortioxetine in C1−5open, and Tyr95 can thus form
hydrophobic interactions and cation-π interactions with these
moieties. Removal of the aromatic ring of Tyr95 (Y95A and
Y95V) induced a 9−26-fold loss of potency for vortioxetine,
which supports the idea that the side chain of Tyr95 interacts
directly with vortioxetine. When substituting Tyr95 with
tryptophan (Y95W), we observed a 2-fold decrease in the
potency of vortioxetine, which could be due to a steric clash

from the larger tryptophan compared with tyrosine. Interest-
ingly, Y95F did not significantly affect the potency of

Figure 3. Effect of point mutations in the S1 and S2 sites of hSERT on
vortioxetine potency. (A) Representative dose−response curves from a
[3H]5-HT uptake inhibition assay with vortioxetine. Data points
represent mean ± SEM from triplicate determinations. (B) Graphic
summary of the fold-change in Ki of vortioxetine induced by
introduction of point mutations in subsites A, B, and C and in the
S2 site. Data represent mean fold-change from at least three
independent experiments, in which WT and mutant were assayed in
parallel. The fold-change was calculated as Ki(WT)/Ki(mutant) or
−Ki(mutant)/Ki(WT) for mutations increasing or decreasing
vortioxetine potency, respectively. The gray shaded region indicates
<3-fold changes in vortioxetine potency. Gray and blue shading of data
points specify that the mutation induce a significant change in
vortioxetine Ki (p < 0.05; paired Student’s t-test). Mutations producing
>5-fold change in vortioxetine potency and their corresponding
positions are highlighted in blue.
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vortioxetine, suggesting that it is the aromaticity and not the
hydroxyl group of Tyr95 that is interacting with vortioxetine.
The sulfur atom in vortioxetine interacts directly with the side-
chain hydroxyl group of Tyr95 in a small subset of the binding
poses in C2open (3/11 poses), C4open (3/40 poses), and C5open
(6/11 poses). Hence, the lack of an effect of the Y95F mutation
on vortioxetine potency could indicate that C2open, C4open, and
C5open do not represent bioactive binding modes of vortioxetine
in hSERT.
Ile168 and Ala169 are located in the lower part of the S1

binding site close to one of the phenyl rings of vortioxetine in
C1−5open (Figure 2B−F). Introduction of polar or charged
residues into these positions (I168E, I168Q, A169D)
significantly decreased the Ki of vortioxetine, showing that
increasing the polarity in this part of the binding pocket had a
positive impact on vortioxetine binding. However, the increased
polarity does not complement the nonpolar phenyl groups of
vortioxetine, suggesting that the effect of the polar mutations
may be through indirect interactions. Adding more bulk to the
Ala169 side chain (A169I) also induced a significant increase
(8-fold) in vortioxetine potency, which could be induced by
increased hydrophobic interactions with one of the phenyl rings
of vortioxetine.
In C1−5open, the side-chain of Ile172 is sandwiched between

phenyl-A and phenyl-B of vortioxetine (Figure 2B−F),
suggesting that Ile172 is important for vortioxetine binding.
Accordingly, we found that mutation of Ile172 to glutamate,
methionine, phenylalanine, glutamine, or tyrosine led to loss of
potency for vortioxetine (3−14-fold), thereby corroborating
earlier findings that Ile172 is critical for high affinity inhibitor
binding to hSERT.34,35,47

Phe341 is located close to one of the phenyl rings of
vortioxetine in all five binding clusters (Figure 2B−F).
Mutation of Phe341 to alanine, isoleucine, leucine, tryptophan,
or tyrosine induced <5-fold changes in vortioxetine Ki, whereas
F341Q induced a significant 16-fold loss of potency for
vortioxetine, probably because this mutation does not comple-
ment interactions with the hydrophobic phenyl rings of
vortioxetine.
Taken together, the lack of an effect from the Y95F mutation

on vortioxetine potency suggests that C2open, C4open, and C5open
do not represent the bioactive binding mode of vortioxetine in
SERT, whereas it seems difficult to distinguish between C1−
5open based on the mutational data obtained for the other
identified key positions. However, since it is only a subset of the
poses in C2open, C4open, and C5open that have been observed to
form a hydrogen bond to Tyr95, these clusters cannot be
disregarded solely based on the Y95F mutant. We were
therefore unable to establish the functionally relevant binding
mode of vortioxetine in hSERT based on the initial mutational
analysis of binding site residues, and further experiments were
thus required to establish the bioactive orientation of
vortioxetine within the S1 site in hSERT.
Prediction of the Functionally Relevant Binding Mode

of Vortioxetine in SERT. The binding poses of vortioxetine in
C1−2open and C3−5open are almost mirror images of each other.
In C1−2open, phenyl-A of vortioxetine is binding in subsite B,
and phenyl-B in subsite C, while phenyl-B is located in subsite
B and phenyl-A ring in subsite C in C3−5open. To establish the
functionally relevant binding mode of vortioxetine in hSERT,
we sought to identify which of the phenyl rings in vortioxetine
interacts with residues in subsites B and C. Specifically, we
determined the inhibitory potency of seven structurally related

analogs of vortioxetine at 12 point mutants of hSERT
(Supporting Table S5), and the fold-change in Ki compared
with WT was plotted as a heat map (Figure 4). The analogs
included three compounds with different substituents on
phenyl-A (A1−A3) and four compounds with different
substituents on phenyl-B (B1−B4) compared with vortioxetine
(Figure 4). Our hypothesis was, that if an analog is differentially
affected by a mutation compared with vortioxetine, it indicates
that the modified part of vortioxetine is located close to the
mutated residue. In contrast, if the mutated residue is located
distantly from the modified part of vortioxetine, the mutation
would affect vortioxetine and the analog to a similar extent.
This approach relies on the assumption that all analogs assume
a similar binding mode as vortioxetine in hSERT. To verify this
assumption, we used Y95A, Y95F, and I172M as controls.
Tyr95 and Ile172 interact similarly with vortioxetine in C1−
5open, and if the analogs obtain a similar binding pose as
vortioxetine, we expected them to be similarly affected by the
Tyr95 and Ile172 mutants as vortioxetine. A2, B2, and B3 were
affected to a similar extent as vortioxetine by Y95A, Y95F, and
I172M, suggesting that these compounds bind similarly as

Figure 4. Effect of point mutations in the S1 site on vortioxetine
analogs. (A) Structure of vortioxetine and the seven structurally related
analogs. (B) Heat-map representation of mutation-induced changes in
the potency of vortioxetine and analogs carrying modifications on
phenyl-A (A1−A3) or phenyl-B (B1−B4). The fold-changes was
calculated as Ki(WT)/Ki(mutant) or −Ki(mutant)/Ki(WT) for
mutations increasing or decreasing inhibitory potency, respectively,
from experiments in which WT and mutant were assayed in parallel.
Data represent mean fold-change calculated from at least three
independent experiments. (C) Representative dose−response curves
from [3H]5-HT uptake inhibition experiments for vortioxetine (black
circles), A1 (gray circles), and B1 (open circles) at WT (left), Y175V
(middle), and F341Y (right). Data points represent mean ± SEM from
triplicate determinations.
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vortioxetine (Figure 4). The potency of all analogs was
decreased by Y95A and I172M, but the potency of A1, A3, and
B4 were more affected (19−56-fold loss of potency) compared
with vortioxetine (6−9-fold loss of potency), and the potency
of B1 was less affected by Y95A compared with vortioxetine (2-
fold versus 9-fold loss of potency). Furthermore, while Y95F
did not significantly affect the potency of vortioxetine, the
mutation induced a 13-fold gain of potency for A3 (Figure 4).
Since A1, A3, B1, and B4 were differentially affected by Y95A,
Y95F, or I172M compared with vortioxetine, we performed
IFD of these four analogs into WT SERTopen to verify whether
they bind similarly as vortioxetine. IFD of A3 in WT SERTopen
showed that A3 interacts differently than vortioxetine in
approximately two-thirds of the poses because the para-
hydroxyl group of A3 forms a hydrogen bond to Thr439 or
backbone carbonyls in the vicinity (Supporting Figure S4).
Furthermore, IFD of B4 in WT SERTopen showed that the
hydroxyl group in B4 is able to hydrogen bond to Asp98 or the
backbone carbonyl of Ser438 leading to binding conformations
that are not similar to vortioxetine in the majority of poses
(Supporting Figure S4). It was thus concluded that A3 and B4
could not be used in determining the binding mode of
vortioxetine. In contrast, IFD of A1 and B1 into WT SERTopen
showed that these analogs bind similarly as vortioxetine in the
majority of the poses (46/54 and 20/28 poses, respectively),
substantiating that these analogs could be used for distinguish-
ing between the binding modes of vortioxetine (Supporting
Figure S4).
We then focused on compounds A1 and A2, in which the

two methyl substituents on phenyl-A are substituted by
methoxy groups (A1) or chloro atoms (A2) (Figure 4).
Compared with vortioxetine, both compounds generally
displayed similar sensitivity toward subsite C mutations.
However, a different pattern was observed for Y175A and
Y175V in subsite B, where inhibition of A1 was more affected
than vortioxetine. Specifically, Y175V induced a 20-fold loss of

potency for A1 compared with a 3-fold loss of potency for
vortioxetine. This suggests that Tyr175 is located vicinal to
phenyl-A of vortioxetine. IFD of A1 into SERTopen revealed
that the methoxy group of A1 can form a hydrogen bond to the
side-chain hydroxyl group of Tyr175 and thus provides an
explanation for the increased sensitivity of A1 toward Tyr175
mutations compared with vortioxetine, which cannot engage in
similar direct interactions with Tyr175 (Supporting Figure S4).
Next, we focused on analogs of vortioxetine in which phenyl-

B was substituted with a methyl (B1−B3) (Figure 4). The
majority of the mutations produced similar effects with these
analogs as with vortioxetine. Interestingly, the I168E mutation
induced a 9-fold gain of potency for vortioxetine, whereas the
mutation only induced a 2−3-fold gain of potency for B1, B2,
and B3. Since introduction of a negatively charged residue does
not complement direct interactions with the aromatic phenyl
rings of vortioxetine, it seems likely that the I168E mutation
affects inhibitor binding indirectly by changing the size, shape,
or electrostatic properties of the binding site cavity. However,
these indirect effects are selectively affected by analogs modified
around phenyl-B only, and the differential sensitivity toward
I168E for B1−B3 compared with vortioxetine, A1, and A2
could indicate that phenyl-B of vortioxetine is vicinal to Ile168.
Furthermore, F341Y selectively induced a 16-fold gain in the
affinity of B1, whereas vortioxetine and the other analogs were
not affected to the same extent (<4-fold change in Ki) (Figure
4). In an attempt to determine the reason for this increased
affinity for B1, we performed IFD of B1 in WT and F341Y
SERTopen models. When docking B1 into WT SERTopen, we
observed that B1 binds similarly to vortioxetine in C1−2open
and C4open. Interestingly, when docking into the F341Y model,
B1 binds in a conformation very similar to C2open but with the
phenyl-B ring moved approximately 2 Å closer to Phe335.
According to the IFD calculations, this new conformation could
be formed due to a hydrogen bond between F341Y and Thr497
that moves F341Y approximately 1.5 Å out of S1. This allows

Figure 5. Comparison of the functionally relevant binding mode of vortioxetine in hSERT with binding modes of other inhibitors. (A) Vortioxetine
(C2open) is shown with the key interaction partners highlighted. (B−C) The binding mode of reboxetine (brown) and nisoxetine (blue) from dDAT
X-ray crystal structures (PDB entry 4XNU and 4XNX, respectively) is overlaid with the binding mode of vortioxetine (gray) in C1open (B) and
C2open (C). (D−F) The binding mode of vortioxetine (gray) in C2occ is overlaid with experimentally validated binding modes of fluoxetine

20 (D), S-
citalopram24 (E), and imipramine25 (F) in hSERT.
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the methyl substituent of phenyl-B to make hydrophobic
interactions with Phe335 (Supporting Figure S4). This would
not be possible for B2 and B3 since the methyl substituent on
phenyl-B for these two compounds would clash sterically with
F341Y in its new position, and vortioxetine itself would not
gain anything from this extra space. Together, these results
suggest that phenyl-B of vortioxetine is binding in the vicinity
of Ile168 and Phe341 in subsite C.
In summary, analysing the effect of 12 point mutations in

hSERT on the potency of vortioxetine analogs allowed us to
establish that phenyl-A of vortioxetine is in the vicinity of
Tyr175 in subsite B and phenyl-B is oriented toward Ile168 and
Phe341 in subsite C. These observations indicate that either
C1open or C2open represents the bioactive orientation of
vortioxetine in hSERT. It is noteworthy that G442A induced
a significant 5-fold loss of potency for vortioxetine (Figure 3).
The C-α atom of Gly442 is located approximately 1 Å closer to
phenyl-A in C2open compared with C1open, suggesting that the
significant loss of potency by G442A could be induced by a
steric clash in C2open but not in C1open. Taken together, C2open
is compatible with the majority of our experimental data, and
we therefore suggest that C2open represents the bioactive
binding mode of vortioxetine in hSERT.
Examination of the Predicted Binding Mode of

Vortioxetine. We compared C2open to the available
structure−activity relationship data for vortioxetine. It has
been shown that a para-tert-butyl substituent on phenyl-A
decreases hSERT activity, whereas the smaller CH3, CF3, and
OCH3 substituents on phenyl-A are well tolerated.8 In C2open,
phenyl-A of vortioxetine is sandwiched between TM3 and
TM8, thus explaining why larger substituents on this ring are
not tolerated. In a subset of the poses in C2open, the sulfur atom
forms a hydrogen bond to Tyr95. Changing sulfur to oxygen
would increase the strength of this hydrogen bond and thus
improve binding to hSERT. However, substituting the sulfur
for oxygen leads to loss of activity.8 Together with the
observation that the Y95F mutant did not affect the potency of
vortioxetine (Figure 3), these data indicate that the putative
hydrogen bond to Tyr95 is not critical for the high affinity
binding of vortioxetine in hSERT.
Comparison of the proposed binding mode of vortioxetine in

hSERT (C2open) with structures of dDAT cocrystallized with
nisoxetine and reboxetine revealed strikingly common features
with vortioxetine (Figure 5C).17 Specifically, an overlay of a
representative pose of C2open onto the dDAT structures show
that the phenyl rings of nisoxetine and reboxetine are
sandwiched in between TM3 and TM8 similarly to the phenyl
rings of vortioxetine in the C2open binding mode, but not in
C1open, further supporting the suggestion that C2open represents
the bioactive binding mode (Figure 5B,C). Furthermore, a
comparison between the binding mode of vortioxetine in C2occ
with previously established binding models of fluoxetine,20 (S)-
citalopram,24 and imipramine25 in hSERT in an outward-facing
occluded conformation (SERTocc) showed that, although the
binding site for all four inhibitors is overlapping the central S1
site, they obtain distinct binding modes within the binding
cavity (Figure 5D−F). It is noteworthy that vortioxetine, (S)-
citalopram, and imipramine are binding deep in the S1 site with
aromatic moieties occupying both subsite B and C, while
fluoxetine is binding higher up in the binding site with the CF3
substituted phenyl ring extending toward the S2 site (Figure
5D−F). The distinct binding modes are consistent with
experimental data showing that mutation of some residues

(e.g., Tyr95 and Ile172) affect all four inhibitors, whereas
mutation of other residues (e.g., Asp98, Phe341, and Ser438)
selectively affect only some of the inhibitors (Figure 3).35

Interestingly, the distinct binding modes of the four inhibitors
indicate that it is possible to exploit different residues and
regions within the S1 site to obtain high affinity binding in
hSERT, which may be exploited in future design of hSERT
inhibitors.
In summary, we have generated an experimentally validated

model of the functionally relevant binding mode of vortioxetine
in hSERT (C2open) by combining comparative modeling with
mutational analysis and characterization of drug analogs
binding to selected point mutants. Recent X-ray crystal
structures of mammalian 5-HT receptors48−50 now also allow
for construction of vortioxetine binding models in 5-HT
receptors. Intriguingly, comparison of the vortioxetine model
described herein with future models of vortioxetine binding in
5-HT receptors may provide a platform for designing novel
multimodal drugs with tailor-made activity across several 5-HT
proteins.
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